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Background
Counting, the process of
calculating the number of
‘things’ is usually a simple
process of summing each
individual unit within a defined
group to calculate the total
number [of ‘things’].

How are crime levels reported in the
media?
How are crime levels perceived by the
public?
Is reporting crime levels in this way
misleading?

“

West Yorkshire topped the list of shame,
with 128 crimes per 1,000 people during
the 12 months to June
Data from the ONS, revealed that some of
the most crime-ridden areas of the
country are Cleveland, Greater
Manchester, Humberside, Lancashire,
Northumbria, South Yorkshire and
Durham.
The official data showed evidence of
rising lawlessness in Wild West Britain
and a soaring number of crimes being
reported.
Gloucestershire, North Yorkshire and
Dyfed-Powys in Wales were the safest
with 56 offences per 1,000 people.
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Harm Indexes
Concept

Instead of measuring and reporting how much crime is in an area, a more
appropriate question is how much harm is caused by crime (Ratcliffe, 2015)
Applying a weighting to crime counts to reflect the differentiation of
harm/severity is not new, the first examples date back to 1964.
In England and Wales, two methods are ‘readily’ available:
• Cambridge Crime Harm Index based on starting sentencing guidelines
• ONS Crime Severity Score based on actual sentencing data
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Cambridge Crime Harm Index
Principle
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Cambridge Crime Harm Index
Illustrated

For each offence type, the
Cambridge-CHI applies a
weight to the count of crimes
recorded by the recommended
number of days in prison for
a first-time (no previous
convictions) adult-offender
based on the recommended
starting-point sentence set
out in the sentencing guidelines
in England & Wales.
(Sherman 2013; Sherman et al., 2016)
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Theories being TESTED
Would a proof of concept be beneficial to

test the idea set out in the blueprint?
Using descriptive and comparative analysis to test
whether the new framework yields different
conclusions about crime and policing
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Trend: Victim and Witness reported
Crime based on Cambridge CHI
Score and by Count

High-Level Findings
Shining a new light on crime statistics
Profile of Crime based on
Cambridge CHI Score and by
Count by Statistical Series
Increasing Cambridge CHI associated with crimes reported by victims
and witnesses. Diverging trend in crimes reported by victims and
witnesses when weighted by Cambridge CHI compared to pure counts.

Trend: Detected Victim and Witness
reported Crime based on Cambridge CHI
Score and by Count

Perceived level of current public safety based on total crime rates
is skewed. Nearly 25% of the crime that the public read into the
figures are not applicable in terms of their level of public safety.

Ratio of Harm Detection Fraction
to the Detection rate based on
count is greater than one
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Lessons Learnt

“

The results chapter presented how the crime and
policing statistical profile for Devon and Cornwall
differs when the methodology set out in the
Cambridge Consensus Statement is applied. However,
the key point to emphasise is that the statistical profile
does differ and provides a number of new dimensions
and insight.
This research concludes that, supported by this ‘proof
of concept’, the blueprint outlined in the Cambridge
Consensus Statement adds value and should be
considered and discussed further.
As well as the development of the ‘mechanics’, this
research discussed some of the possible ‘cultural’
challenges / risks to full implementation.

The author has broken new ground in
applying the Consensus Statement crime
harm recording concept, with revealing
findings, in a police force. It demonstrates
very clearly that it can be done and
should be of interest to any policy makers
genuinely interested in what the police are
actually doing to protect people.
…the research showed straight away that
Devon and Cornwall Police have been
pursuing harm with vengeance and that it
supports a ‘tipping point’ for change,
both in England and Wales and globally, in
how crime statistics are reported.

There is great potential, provided by this
methodology, to improve:
•
•
•

how the public understand their current level
of public-safety;
the harm for which the police service should
be credited for identifying; and
the focus on ‘detecting’ high-harm crimes can
only positively contribute to publicconfidence and legitimacy of policing.
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What has happened since?
Utilisation of the Cambridge Crime Harm Index in our Business
Intelligence tools to identify ‘Hotspot’ Neighbourhoods/Beats/Streets

Knowledge sharing/exchange

Indexes being used (and research cited) in new research
e.g. Proactive Policing Index

Formal Implementation Proposal written with support from the
Deputy Chief Constable
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